Celebrity Parents: Kendall
Jenner Jokes on Social Media
About Starting a Family

B
y Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity parent news, Kendall Jenner made jokes
on social media about starting a family after posting photos
with her nephews, Saint West and Palm West, on Instagram.
According to EOnline.com, she captioned the photo, “Everyone
in favor of Fai and I starting a family say ‘I'”. This, in
turn, allowed several pals like Gigi Hadid, Hailey Bieber, and
family, like Kylie Jenner and Kim Kardashian, to comment on
the post with their support of the idea.

Kendall Jenner is joking about
becoming a celebrity parent. What
are some ways to know you’re ready
to start a family with your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
What are the signs to look for when kids stop being just cute
and you start fantasizing about having some of your own?
Besides growing up being a big indication of wanting to start
a family, you have to be prepared for all the highs and lows
that parenthood brings. If you and your partner are unsure of
starting a family of your own, don’t worry! Cupid has some
love advice for signs to look out for to know when you might
be ready to have children:
1. Mutual eagerness: If both you and your partner are
constantly excited and eager to have children, and you’re
financially well-established, this could be a sign that you’re
ready for a family of your own. It’s helpful if you both have
a mutual support system between the two of you alongside the
excitement, as well. It’ll help when the whirlwind of
pregnancy and parenthood approaches.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kendall Jenner & A$AP Rocky
Attend Sunday Service After He’s Released from Prison
2. Ability to take care of yourself: If you can’t handle
prioritizing and keeping yourself healthy, it might not be a
good time to have kids. You must be able to take
responsibility for another little life, and if you are great
at making sure you have the necessities, you’ll be a shoo-in
for possibly having a child.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Kendall Jenner & Ben Simmons
Split Months After Reconciliation
3. Acceptance of lifestyle change: Having a child means a
dramatic upheaval of your life as you know it. Are you ready
for that massive shift that comes with parenthood? Think about
the impact of a baby in your day-to-day life. Think about any
smoking or drinking habits you might have that would need to
be changed. If you’re more than ready to accommodate your
lifestyle around parenthood, that can be a big indicator that
you’re ready for a family.
If you have kids, how did you know when you were ready to
start a family? Let us know down below.

Date
Night
Makeup:
Lipstick is Hot

Red

B
y Hope Ankney
Everyone has that special connection with one of their makeup
products or a piece of clothing in their wardrobe. It’s that
special connection that only it can give you — the air of
confidence, the power of beauty, and the reflection of
radiance. So, what is it about red lipstick that has almost
become a universal beauty trend that makes anyone that swipes
it on feel untouchable? And, why do date nights that feature a
red lip feel that much hotter?

Red lipstick has been a powerful
beauty tool for ages. Make your
date night soar with this pop of
color.
The red lip has been one that’s transcended history. Whether
it was on royal figures, Disney princesses, or even Kim
Kardashian on a dazzling red carpet, the color is the very

definition of beauty and grace. It’s earned it’s right to be a
timeless and traditional form of feeling gorgeous and
confident. If you’re wanting to spice up your next date night,
consider a few reasons why a red lip could help with Cupid’s
beauty tips:
1. It’s romantic: A red lipstick can automatically turn your
look romantic. There’s something about the color that reminds
us of passion and love. Allie from The Notebook even rocked a
signature red lip. So, if you want to liven up your look right
before a date, we recommend keeping the rest of your makeup to
a minimum while swiping on a beautiful coat of red lipstick
before you rush out the door.
Related

Link:
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2. It’s an attention-grabber: It’s no surprise that red
lipstick can make a woman feel invincible, but there are also
studies that show a red lip is the most attractive color to
wear. This hue is bright, bold, and it brings attention to one
of the more sensual features of our faces. If you’re wanting
to instantly grab the attention of your date the moment they
see you, we recommend using a bright, cherry lipstick. No one
could resist!
Related Link: Beauty Trend: Make Your Eyes Pop
3. It embodies strength and femininity: The red lipstick has
been a classic symbol for strength and beauty within women all
throughout history. One of the most powerful women, Cleopatra,
was known for her cherry-reddened lips. She would make others
crush up thousands of beetles just to get the dark-pigment of
this color. It even symbolized her power as she wore a
beautiful red lip while her subjects’ wore a dull and rusted
tone on theirs. If you’re searching for a color that is
classy, polished, and bold for your next date night, pick up a
striking red lipstick to feel powerful and in control.

4. It plays up youth: As we get older, our eyes, lips, and
complexion get paler. It’s just part of the aging process.
But, there is something a red lipstick does that can liven you
up and make you look more youthful with a term called ‘facial
contrast.’ This contrast is the process of balancing out the
paleness of our features with a vibrant color somewhere on our
face. By using a striking red lip, it automatically flatters
our skin. If you’re wanting to create a more youthful and
playful look for date night, we recommend one swipe of your
most vibrant red lipstick before you head out!
How has red lipstick made you feel when you’ve worn it? Let us
know down below!

Celebrity News: Jordyn Woods
Parties
with
Khloe
Kardashian’s Ex James Harden

B
y Katie Sotack
It looks like more Kardashian exes are after Jordyn Woods!
Model, Woods was seen partying at a Houston nightclub with NBA
player James Harden, according to People.com. Celebrity
exes Khloe and Harden ended things three years ago, but after
Khloe’s baby daddy Tristan Thompson made moves on Woods, the
tensions between the superstar family and Jordyn over exes are
high. Woods seems to be attracting all the same men as the
Kardashian sisters, as she was spotted with Kim‘s ex Ray J as
well. Though Woods claims she’s as sorry and apologetic as she
can be, Khloe maintains she never wants to see her again.

In celebrity news, Jordyn Woods may
be asking for more drama with Khloe
Kardashian. What are some basic
rules when it comes to friends’

exes?
Cupid’s Advice:
According to Khloe Kardashian, her friendship with Woods is
totally over. Yet with feelings still webbed between the two
and their exes, does girl code still apply? Here are the laws
of the land when interacting with a friend’s ex:
1. Not too friendly: Unless this ex was part of the friend
group before your bestie started dating them, it’s best to
pull back from that budding friendship. Don’t go around
commenting on their Instagram posts and bar hopping with them.
It’s better to let your friend know they’re your number one.
This doesn’t mean you have to hit the unfollow button or that
you can’t be social at parties. Just try not to be their
closest confidant.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Get Official Marriage License in
Vegas 2 Years After Wedding
2. Dating an ex?: You two really clicked and they might be,
like, the love of your life. That doesn’t make the situation
as less tricky. Parse out if you really have feelings for this
ex, that go beyond lust. Then if you’re sure you need to be
with them, go to your friend first. This doesn’t mean you’ll
be free and clear from any negative fall out, but your friend
will respect that you didn’t go behind their back.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Camila Cabello Opens Up About
Anxiety Struggles
3. Take your friend’s side: Even if you don’t agree with their
bitching they likely need to vent about the relationship.
Don’t use this time to point out that their ex wasn’t all the
bad. After the breakup let your friend blow off steam for the

first few weeks. After that if they’re still bitter, let them
know it’s not benefiting them to fret over the past.
How do you support your friend when you like their ex? Share
in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
Kourtney
Kardashian & Scott Disick
Vacation
in
Costa
Rica
Without Sofia Richie

B

y Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, everyone keeps asking, “Where’s
Sofia?” Celebrity exes Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick
were spotted on June 19 on a celebrity vacation without
Disick’s celebrity girlfriend, Sofia Richie, according to
UsMagazine.com. The celebrity exes hit the beach with their
three kids, 9-year old Mason, 6-year old Penelope, and 4-year
old Reign, as well as Kim Kardashian and her daughter, North
West, in Costa Rica. But don’t think the celebrity couple has
called it quits just because Richie didn’t go on the
vacation. Popsugar.com reported that while Disick and
Kardashian are no longer romantically involved, they are
committed to remaining a family and parenting their children.
Richie remained in the States, attending events in New York
and Los Angeles, including a gathering for Miranda Kerr’s Kora
Organics.

In celebrity news, the words on
everyone’s lips are, “Where’s
Sofia?” What are some ways to keep
your jealousy in check when your
partner interacts with his or her
ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Despite the rumors that may be flaring up because Kourtney and
Scott took their kids on a vacation, Sofia seemed comfortable
enough to remain home so she could attend work events.
Sometimes we can’t help it if our partner has to interact with
their ex if they have children together. Cupid has advice on
how to keep your jealousy in check:

1. Remember, your partner is with YOU: Your partner and their
ex split up for a reason. Even if they are on friendly terms,
you have to realize they didn’t work for a reason. Your
partner would not be in a relationship with you if what you
have between you both isn’t working.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘RHOC’ Alum Alexis Bellino Takes
Next Step with Boyfriend Andy Bohns
2. They might not have a choice: This is especially true if
your partner has children with their ex. Would you want to
keep a parent away from their children? It’s healthier for
kids to have parents who don’t fight, so try not to let
jealousy get in the way of your partner’s relationship with
their kids. Your relationship may be in jeopardy if you try.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Porsha Williams Spotted on
Vacation Amid Dennis McKinley Cheating Rumors
3. Talk to your partner: If your jealousy and insecurities are
getting the better of you, it’s a good time to sit down and
talk to your partner. Talk to them about how you feel. Chances
are, they’ll understand, and they’ll help you put any worries
at ease.
What are some other ways to keep your jealousy in line if your
partner interacts with their ex? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity

News:

Kim

Kardashian
&
Kanye
Celebrate Anniversary
Low-Key Dinner

West
With

B
y: Emily Green
In the latest celebrity news, Kim Kardashian and Kanye West
celebrated their five year anniversary a few months early with
a low key, romantic candlelight dinner at Santa Monica hot
spot
Giorgio
Baldi
last
Thursday,
according
to EOnline.com. This was a surprising celebration, as
this celebrity couple is known for celebrating anniversaries,
holidays and birthdays in big and “over the top” ways.

In celebrity couple news, Kim and
Kanye celebrated their 5-year
anniversary
in
an
uncharacteristically low-key way.
What are some unique ways to
celebrate your anniversary?
Cupid’s Advice:
Anniversaries are a wonderful reason to celebrate! Each
anniversary is a milestone that allows you to reflect on the
wonderful things that have occurred in the past year. As
wonderful as they are to celebrate, you don’t always need a
big gesture! Here are a few of Cupid’s ideas to commemorate
your anniversary without blowing your budget:
1. Plan a trip: Take a trip, whether it be a weekend or only a
day, to a place that means a lot to both of you! It could be
where you got engaged, where you had your first date, where
you got married, or simply a place you both have wanted to
visit! Going through new experiences, or reliving fond
memories with your partner are wonderful times that you will
remember for years to come.
Related Link: Holly Madison And Husband Pasquale Celebrate
Wedding Anniversary in Disneyland
2. Give them something homemade: Homemade or handmade gifts
are truly something your partner will treasure, because they
know it came right from your heart! You can make them a
playlist, a video, or even make them their favorite meal at
home! Even the smallest gestures will go a long way, and show
just how much you care.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Meghan Trainor Celebrates

One Year Anniversary with Daryl Sabara
3. Relive your first date: If you can recreate your first date
with your significant other, this will be a sentimental
gesture that will bring you both back to the start of your
relationship, and showcase how your relationship has grown and
matured since then. Recreate the same meal, whether it be at
home or going to the same restaurant, and then doing any
activities after. It will truly be so meaningful to your
significant other!
What have you done to celebrate anniversaries with your
significant other? Let us know in the comments below!

Top 2019 Fitness & Wellness
Trends to Watch

B
y Mara Miller
Wellness and fitness trends are ever-changing. Unfortunately,
we do have busy lives, so even though we want to brave a class
at a Metaformer studio, it might be better for us to do a
simpler workout with an online class. You may also be thinking
more about brain health as well. We’ve gathered several trends
for you to keep an eye on if you’re looking to shed a few
pounds!

Top 2019 Fitness & Wellness Trends
to Watch
1. Isometric strength training: This fitness trend involves
working out in place. The idea behind it is to focus on the
way muscles supposed to move rather than some of the intense
workouts like throwing a tire. A yoga plank, for example, is
considered an isometric strength training.
Related Link: Fitness Trend: Isometric Strength Training

2. The brain: Language and math skills aren’t the only things
you need to work on if you want to keep your brain in tiptop shape. This year, more people are focusing on brain
health–more specifically, your cognitive skills. Apps like
Lumosity are geared toward brain wellness to help you keep
your brain challenged.
Related Link: Fitness Tips: 7 Ways to Speed Up Weight Loss
3. Megaformer workouts: Celebrities like Meghan Markle and Kim
Kardashian love this machine, which appears intimidating at
first sight. Megaformer studios are popping up across the
country. The workout with the Megaformer is meant to challenge
the body while doing Pilates.
4. Online Workouts: Workouts that involve being able to access
instructor-led online classes have been gaining popularity
lately. Online classes mean you can do the workout wherever
you want, be it at your home-office, during your lunch break
at work, or on your weekend getaway with your honey. It’s also
great if you have an erratic schedule and can’t commit to
classes on a set time block.
5. Wearable Technology: Our smartwatches, if you are willing
to spend the money, can do everything from reminding you to
stand during the day to monitoring your heart rate.
Smartwatches can help not only with our workouts but also
wellness since they can monitor your sleep. Some people have
even found heart conditions by wearing a smartwatch. So if
you’ve been eyeing the latest Apple Watch or Fitbit, you may
be justified in your purchase.
What are some other 2019 fitness and wellness trends are you
watching? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
Babies:
Kim
Kardashian & Kanye West Throw
Alice in Wonderland Party

B
y Lauren Burczyk

In celebrity news, Kim Kardashian West and Kanye West threw
their daughter, Chicago, an elaborate Alice in Wonderlandthemed birthday party. The celebrity baby, who turned one on
Tuesday, can be seen enjoying her party with her siblings in
photos shared by Kim. According to People.com, she gave her
followers a brief glimpse at some of the decorations, which
included a topiary maze in the hallway, an elaborate cake with
a giant grinning Cheshire cat, and a bouncy house in the
backyard. Chicago and her brother, Saint, three, can be seen

sharing a special moment at the party in a photo together. The
celebrity couple confirmed that they would be welcoming
another child via surrogate “sometime soon,” during Monday’s
episode of Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen.

Kim Kardashian threw celebrity baby
Chicago a birthday party we would
all envy! What are some ways to
celebrate your little ones in style
and on a budget?
Cupid’s Advice:
We all want to throw our kids an elaborate birthday party Kim
Kardashian West-style while also keeping a budget in mind.
Here are some ways to throw an inexpensive yet stylish
birthday party for your little ones.
1. Plan ahead: To avoid overspending, it’s important to plan
ahead for everything you’ll need for the party. By allowing
yourself enough time before the big day, you can order a lot
of your decorations online from places such as Amazon.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Kim Kardashian Calls Khloe
Kardashian an “Idiot” for Staying with Her BF
2. Send digital invites: Mailing out paper invitations can get
pricey and they aren’t as necessary in our digital society.
Digital invites can be just as cute and can allow you to use
the additional savings on better party favors or a more
detailed cake.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye West
Are Expecting Baby No. 4 via Surrogate

3. Keep the menu simple: Trying to please everyone with a
large menu can get complicated and expensive. Ordering some
pizza or setting up a taco bar are great ways to keep your
party budget-friendly while still pleasing the crowd.
Can you think of some other ways to throw a stylish birthday
party for your little ones on a budget? Comment below.

Celebrity
Couple:
Kim
Kardashian
Calls
Khloe
Kardashian an “Idiot” for
Staying with Her BF

B
y Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news according to US Weekly, Kim
Kardashian insulted celebrity couple Khloe Kardashian and NBA
Pro Tristan Thompson by implying her sister is an idiot. The
snide comment was made because Khloe Kardashian did not call
off her relationship with Thompson after he cheated during
Kardashian’s pregnancy. Kourtney Kardashian, however, stuck by
her sister’s side, saying, “It’s so quick and easy to be like,
‘leave him, leave him’. It’s so much harder to stay and have
the whole public think you’re an idiot for staying.”

Tension is running high in the
Kardashian family because of the
celebrity couple. What are some
tactful ways of telling a loved one
you don’t like their S.O.?
Cupid’s Advice:

It’s not easy to tell your loved one that their significant
other is a lousy person, especially when they aren’t ready to
listen to you. What are some ways you can tell them how you
feel without the family drama?
1. Sit them down for tea or coffee: Don’t let them know what
you think about their S.O. publicly. Invite them over for a
private conversation. Your loved one might not be willing to
hear what you have to say about their spouse, but a private
conversation in the living room will be more effective than a
status post on Facebook about how much you hate the person
your loved one is dating.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Khloe Kardashian & Tristan
Thompson Are ‘Actively Trying’ for Baby No. 2
2. Let them know you realize they might not be ready to hear
it: Don’t name call and most certainly do not yell. Let them
vent about the situation if they need to their feelings off of
their chest. Having a conversation about your concerns over
the person your loved one is dating with a level head and in a
respectful manner will get your point heard faster than a
petty back-and-forth through text messages.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian Is Worried Kanye
West Is Becoming ‘Unhinged’
3. Don’t take sides when other family members are clearly
opposed: Let your loved one know that you support them no
matter what they decide to do. Knowing you respect their
decision at the end of the day will open them up to the
possibility of listening to your opinion.
What are some tactful ways you would tell a loved one that you
don’t like their S.O?

Celebrity Baby News: Kim
Kardashian & Kanye West Are
Expecting Baby No. 4 via
Surrogate

B
y Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, the Kardashian-West family is expanding
once again, as the reality stars are expecting baby number
four via a surrogate. The pair had successfully used a
surrogate for their third child, and will be having a baby boy
in early May. The celebrity couple currently has three

children, North, Saint, and Chicago, and a source revealed
to UsMagazine.com that the 38-year-old Kardashian “always
wanted four kids.” The family will soon have two girls and two
boys.

In celebrity baby news, Kim and
Kanye are preparing for their
fourth child, a baby boy. What are
some ways to decide how many
children to have?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you decide how many children to have? Cupid has some
thoughts:
1. Make sure you’re prepared: Having children comes with a lot
of responsibilities. You and your partner need to have money,
space, time, and other resources to have one or more babies.
Don’t rush into having more kids if you and your partner
aren’t ready for that extra commitment.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Khloe Kardashian & Tristan
Thompson Are ‘Actively Trying’ for Baby No. 2
2. Take into consideration each other’s feelings: The two of
you should be on the same page before having more children.
You both are allowed to change your mind and say you want more
or less children than originally planned, but keep in mind
what your partner wants as well.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Bristol Palin’s Ex Levi
Johnston Is Expecting His Fourth Child
3. You want to extend your current family: If you have had one
kid, maybe you want more children so the first won’t be

lonely. You or your partner may have also come from a family
with lots of siblings and want to give that same aspect to
your own kids.
How did you and your partner decide how many kids to have?
Share with us below!

Celebrity
News:
Kim
Kardashian Is Worried Kanye
West Is Becoming ‘Unhinged’

B
y Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, Kim Kardashian is worried about her husband
Kanye West due to his recent actions and tweets. The 41-yearold rapper has been spotted donning a “Make America Great
Again” hat on more than one occasion,and has tweeted about
wanting to abolish the amendment that outlawed slavery.
The celebrity couple is known to always support each other,
and according to UsMagazine.com, Kim tweeted in May, “I will
always ride for my man!” West’s recent actions seem to be a
concern for his wife and it’s putting a strain on their
marriage.

In celebrity news, thinking your
partner
is
possibly
becoming
unhinged isn’t a good thing. What
are some ways to know if your
partner needs help?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you tell if your partner needs help? Cupid has some
advice:
1. They are distant: If your partner hasn’t been talking much,
and keeping their space, then they might have something going
on they need to handle.
Related Link: Moving On: Jennifer Garner is Dating Businessman
John Miller After Celebrity Divorce
2. Their behavior is different: Your partner has started to
act differently than they normally do, so the change stands
out. Pay attention to their actions and if the changes are
large and noticeable, they may need help getting back on
track.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian Says She Is
‘Brutally Broken’ After Acting ‘Gentle to Others’
3. High bouts of emotions or stress: Your partner may be
struggling if you notice them having intense emotions or large
amounts of stress. Everyone gets stressed but if the levels
are higher than normal, you should see what’s going on with
your partner.
How were you able to tell if your partner needs help? Share
with us in the comments!

Celebrity Couple News: Find
Out Why Kanye West Surprised
Wife Kim Kardashian With a $1
Million Check

B
y Courtney Shapiro
In latest celebrity news, Kanye West pulled out all the stops
when he surprised Kim Kardashian with a $1 million check for
mother’s day. The celebrity couple is constantly supporting
each other, and Kim proved that when she turned down a million
dollar offer that tends to knock off Yeezy, West’s infamous
fashion line. Kardashian discussed the rest of the gift
details with E! Online saying “I opened the envelope and it
was a million dollar check…and then, in the rest of the
envelope, it was a contract to be an owner of Yeezy—to have my
percentage.” Overall, Kardashian and West continue to have
each other’s backs.

In celebrity couple news, Kanye
West showed his thanks for Kim
Kardashian on Mother’s Day, and
there was meaning behind it. What

are
some
ways
to
show
your
appreciation for your significant
other?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you show appreciation for your partner? Cupid has some
ideas:
1. Plan a date with their favorite things: This will really
show that you pay attention to the things your partner likes.
It doesn’t have to be extravagant, but it shows you care about
their interests.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Big Brother’ Stars Tyler
Crispen & Angela Rummans Are Moving In Together
2. Write them a love letter: This is a little old fashioned,
but writing down what you love about your partner and your
relationship, will really show your appreciation.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Teen Mom 2’ Star Jo Rivera
Marries Vee Torres with Ex Kailyn Lowry in Attendance
3. Do little things around the house: If your partner has had
a long day, it’ll make it easier on them if the dishes or
laundry is done. These are small things, but it can help lift
the stress from the rest of the day.
What have you done to show appreciation for your partner? Tell
us below!

Celebrity
News:
Kim
Kardashian Isn’t Worried That
Kanye West Wants to Move to
Chicago

B
y Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, earlier this week Kaye West announced that
he had plans to move back to Chicago. Sources tell People.com
that Kim Kardashian West isn’t packing her bags any time soon.
“He changes his mind like he changes his underwear,” a second
insider confirms. The celebrity couple do have a house in
Chicago, and even if he does make the move, Kardashian-West
doesn’t plan on going with him. The reality star doesn’t think
moving to Chicago will benefit their kids and wants to

continue to raise their children in Calabasas, California. A
source says, “Kim remains supportive of Kanye’s plan.”

In celebrity news, Kim Kardashian
knows her husband enough to know he
changes his mind often. What are
some ways to really get to know a
new partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Kim knows her husband’s mind like the back of her hand. Cupid
has some ways to really get to know a new partner:
1. The question game: There are a plethora of websites that
list hundreds of questions to ask a potential partner. Or you
can make up the questions yourself. This game comes in all
shapes and forms from drinking to a card game. The question
game allows you to ask deep meaningful question’s that go
beyond, “how was work.’ You will discover new and interesting
things about one another.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Fights with
Scott Disick After He Introduces Kids to Sofia Richie
2. Go on vacation together: If you want to really know a
person, go on a weekend trip with them. This allows you to see
different side’s of them like jet lag, stressed out, lost and
confused. But you also get to experience new things together.
And that will reveal interest you didn’t even know your
partner had. For good or bad, you’ll know more about them when
you get back home.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Spotted Out
with Luka Sabbat

3. Hobbies: Try out their hobbies! This allows you to really
get to know a person by trying out the things they like. Even
if it’s not your thing, it’ll make them happy and you’ll grow
closer to them. It is important to be interested in each
other’s passions.
What are some ways to really get to know a new partner? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity Baby News: Kim
Kardashian & Kanye West Have
One Last Embryo for Baby No.
4

B
y Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, sources are saying that Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West have decided to try for celebrity baby number four.
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple want to use
their last embryo to have their fourth and final child with a
surrogate. The couple currently have three celebrity kids of
their own. Because of Kardashian’s previous high risks
pregnancies, doctors advised her of this being the safest way.

In celebrity baby news, Kim and
Kanye may be trying for baby number
four at some point. What is the
value of giving your children
siblings?
Cupid’s Advice:
Some people are okay with having one child, while others want

their child to have a sibling to play with. Cupid has some
advice on the value of giving your children siblings:
1. Bonding: It’s always cute to see siblings play together. At
a young age they start to build this bond that will take them
through their most valuable years. Although there will be
plenty of fights and arguments, it will only make their bonds
stronger. Learning how to build bonds with others is important
and who better than to learn with than siblings?
Related Link: Product Review: Baby Fashion for Easy & Cute
Parenting
2. Boys and girls: Sometimes you have a specific idea on what
kind of family you want. Maybe you want a boy and a girl or
all girls or maybe even all boys. When having both boys and
girls, it’s nice to teach your children how to respect other
genders. For example, teaching your son not to hit girls or
teaching your girls the importance of keeping your dress down
when wearing one. Although you don’t need to have one of each
to be able to teach these lessons, it’s a plus.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: Why Disciplinging Your Kids Is
Important
3. Learning lessons: Along with building bonds, your children
will also be able to learn lessons together. Whether it’s
something simple like Also, with siblings that may come around
later, your older children will be able to teach them.
What are some other reasons giving your children siblings can
be a positive thing? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
Kim
Kardashian
Recalls
Tough
Conversation with Khloe About
Tristan Thompson Cheating
Scandal

B
y Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Kim Kardashian finally spoke out about her
talk with sister, Khloe, with regard to her celebrity
relationship with Tristan Thompson amid cheating allegations.
According to EOnline.com, Kardashian says the conversation
about the celebrity couple was hard to have because her sister
was expecting the arrival of her celebrity baby, Truth. Kim

said, “Her motherly instincts kicked in and she has to do what
makes her happy so we’ll support that.” It looks like the
Kardashian crew will be following Khloe’s lead.

In celebrity news, Kim Kardashian
recalls the drama around Tristan
Thompson’s cheating scandal. What
are some ways to support a friend
or relative who is dealing with
cheating allegations?
Cupid’s Advice:
Helping a friend through cheating allegations is difficult.
While your loved one is looking for answers, you can only be
there to support them. Cupid has some advice on how to support
a friend or relative through cheating allegations:
1. Don’t go looking: Naturally, you will be ready to go fight
your loved one’s partner, don’t. Also, as fun as an old
fashion stake out sounds, surveillance is not needed. In
essence, don’t go looking for trouble. You and your loved one
should trust that all of the answers needed will present
themselves. Everything happens for a reason and just like this
presented itself, have faith that your questions will be
answered soon.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Tales of the Other Woman
2. Proclaim your love: Reminding your loved one just how much
you love them and care for them will help tremendously. At a
time when they are feeling violated and vulnerable, it is
important to remind them how much you mean to them.
Surrounding your loved one with emotional support will heal

their heart and self esteem.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: From Cheater to Keeper-How
to Make Amends
3. Be there: At such a sensitive time, it is important to be
there for your loved one. While you may not be able to
physically be there all the time, make sure you check in. Your
loved one will eventually need some alone time, however,
initially, physically checking on them will help them to not
feel so alone. A game night is a good idea; the atmosphere
will be calm and allows the group to talk and have fun with no
interruptions.
What are some ways other ways to support a loved one through
cheating allegations? Share below.

Celebrity Couple News: The
Truth
About
Kourtney
Kardashian
&
Younes
Bendjima’s Relationship

B
y Haley Lerner
In celebrity couple news, reality TV star Kourtney Kardashian
and boyfriend Younes Bendjima seem to be still going strong
despite some bad press lately. According to EOnline.com, the
Bendjima commented on Kardashian’s picture of herself in a
bikini on Instagram, “That’s what you need to show to get
like?”, which angered many of Kardashian’s fans. A source
said, “Kourtney doesn’t appreciate Younes posting his feelings
in a public forum and being impulsive. The comment was deleted
quickly, but the source said Bendjima “overreacted and put up
a comment without thinking it through. Then he realized when
he did made it even worse.” But, despite the small conflict
that was in the spotlight, an insider insisted that Kardashian
is “very happy with” 25-year-old Bendjima and said the two are
“in love.”

This celebrity couple keeps proving
their haters wrong. What are some

ways to keep outside influences
from affecting your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Want your relationship to last the long run? Here are Cupid’s
tips on how to keep outside influences from affecting your
relationship:
1. Be honest with each other: If you and your partner are
always open and honest to each other and have complete trust,
then it’ll be very hard for outside influences to affect your
relationship. If you build a strong foundation of confidence,
your relationship can withstand any drama.
Related Link: Celebrity Getaway: Kourtney Kardashian & Younes
Bendjima Vacation in Turks & Caicos
2. Talk to drama makers: If there are people in your life who
constantly make drama and stir problems, maybe have a talk
with them and let them know you don’t want them to affect your
relationship. Sometimes people have no idea that their actions
can cause a lot of trouble for someone else.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kourtney Kardashian &
Younes Bendjima Getting ‘Very Serious’ and Enjoy Date Night in
L.A.
3. Address problems head on: There are always going to be some
problems in a relationship and that’s totally okay. As long as
you and your partner are mature about dealing with them and
address your issues head on, you two should be able to keep
your relationship as strong as ever.
Have any more tips on how to keep outside influences from
affecting your relationship? Comment below!

Celebrity Workout:
Swing with Boxing

Take

a

B
y Haley Lerner
Ever feel like your workout routine has got you in a rut? It
sounds like you need to try out something new. Luckily, we’ve
got the perfect fitness trend for you: boxing. Boxing is a
great workout that so many celebrities love, such as Kim
Kardashian, Adriana Lima, Karlie Kloss and Kendall Jenner.
Boxing is the perfect celebrity workout to let out your anger
and get a great workout in. Read our fitness advice on why you
need to head straight to the gym and sign up for a boxing
class right now.

Check out our fitness advice and
see why boxing is the perfect new
workout for you!
1. Burn a ton of calories: One reason why boxing is a great
workout is that it burns a huge number of calories. Boxing
increases your heart rate and engages multiple muscle groups
to burn anywhere from 700 to 1500 calories per hour.
2. Total body workout: Another reason why boxing is so great
is that it engages your entire body. Punching while boxing
engages your upper body, core, hips and legs.
Related Link: Fitness Trend: Break A Sweat With Piloxing
3. Stress relief: Boxing can also be an incredible method of
stress release. If you’re stressed about work, your family or
anything else, you can take out your frustration on a punching
bag. Boxing is a healthy outlet for getting through your
aggravation.
4. Incorporates high intensity interval training: HIIT is fatburning method that spikes your heart rate, followed by a
period of short rest, then intense working out again. Boxing
totally incorporates HIIT and helps your burn fat way more
than a regular cardio workout would.
Related Link: Fitness Trend: High Intensity Interval Training
(HIIT)
5. Gives your brain a workout: Boxing isn’t just a physical
workout, but also tests your brain! When you box, you have to
focus on using proper technique and following your
combinations. Boxing requires both mental and physical
exercise and helps you build way more skill than a regular
workout.

Have any more reasons why boxing is such a great workout?
Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Kim
Kardashian Tweets ‘Wish Your
Were Here’ to Kanye West from
Met Gala

B
y Jessica Gomez
Celebrity couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West are absolutely

adorable! In celebrity news, West did not join Kardashian at
the Met Gala, but we know why due to their tweets. According
to UsMagazine.com, West tweeted a photo of Kardashian in a
Versace gown which she wore to the Met Gala, captioning it
with 25 fire emojis. Does he think she looks hot or what?
Kardashian did look absolutely gorgeous at the fashion event
this year, so who can blame him? Kardashian replied in a
tweet, “Love you babe wish you were here with meeeeee but
you’re only finishing up 5 albums.” Cute. She wasn’t alone
though. Her mom Kris Jenner and her sisters Kendall and Kylie
Jenner were also present. The reality TV stars were all
looking beautiful.

In celebrity news, this duo misses
each
other
when
they
aren’t
together. What are some benefits to
missing your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Every couple needs space, some more than others. It really all
depends on who the people are. Missing someone can actually be
a good thing though. Cupid has some benefits to missing your
other half:
1. Distance does make the heart grow fonder: When you miss
someone, you get that warm feeling inside that makes you think
about how much you love them. This can stir up some cute
and/or sexy texts, phone calls, or video chats. Embrace the
distance instead of completely hating it. And when you see
each other again, it’s on, let the in-person loving resume.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian Supports
Tristan Thompson at Cavs Game Amid Cheating Scandal
2. You’ll have more to talk about: Don’t get us wrong, when

the right people are together, they never run out of things to
discuss. However, when you’re away from the other person, you
obviously have more to tell. This is a good opportunity to
also work on your story-telling skills!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kris Jenner Gets Choked Up
Talking about Khloe Kardashian After Cheating Scandal
3. You both get to do your own thing: Whether you’re out
learning something new, doing anything productive, or just
having fun — do you. Everyone can use time with their friends
and family, and time for themselves. You can also come back
and bring something new to the table after you both go out and
do things because technically you guys are “covering more
ground.”
How has distance helped your relationship? Share below!

Celebrity Baby News: Khloe
Kardashian Is Having a Girl

B
y Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Khloe Kardashian is going to be bringing a
celebrity baby girl into the world! According to EOnline.com,
Kardashian found out during Sunday’s season finale of Keeping
Up With The Kardashians. Kylie Jenner delivered the results
from her sister’s doctor over the phone while the mother-to-be
was in San Francisco with Kim and Kourtney Kardashian. The
Kardashians just keep adding girls to the fam!

In this celebrity baby news, we
find out that Khloe is having a
girl! What are some ways to prepare
for a girl versus a boy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a baby is so exciting! Cupid has a few tips on things
to consider when having a baby girl:

1. What color do you want to use?: Do you want to go with pink
or go neutral with white or yellow? Consider colors for your
baby’s clothes and for the nursery. Even for the baby shower.
Most people like to take the sex of the baby into
consideration when it comes to these decisions. But either way
is fine. Just as long as your bundle of joy is a happy one.
Related Link: Rachel McAdams Is Pregnant With Her First Child
2. Read up on development process for girls: Boys and girls
develop differently. Girls tend to develop faster than boys
do. For example, girls tend to talk earlier and are ready for
potty training earlier. So, do your research and learn what
you can about your little overachiever!
Related Link:

Jordin Sparks Celebrates Baby Shower

3. Let relief overcome you: Girls tend to be easier to deliver
than boys! So that’s good news. Female newborns tend to be a
bit smaller and the labor time tends to be shorter. Woot woot,
less pain!
What are something you mothers out there had to consider when
having a girl? Share below!

Beauty
Trends:
5
Beauty
YouTubers You Need to Watch

B
y Jessica Gomez
In an age where everything digital is thriving, there are
bloggers and vloggers for all sorts of things. Luckily, there
are beauty bloggers and vloggers coming to the rescue to help
us learn beauty tricks. There are tons of them on YouTube and
Instagram – so, how do you choose which ones to follow? You
can’t possibly follow them all and retain all their beauty
tips…

Here is a diverse list of five
popular beauty YouTubers you should
watch to get the latest beauty
trends::
Huda Kattan: With 2,252,300 subscribers on her YouTube page,
she is a very popular makeup artist and beauty blogger! Kattan
provides all sorts of beauty tutorials for us to watch so we
can learn how to do it on our own. She covers makeup, hair,

and nails. Feel like a celebrity stylist with all these tips!
Kattan even founded her own makeup line: Huda Cosmetics. You
can shop for her products at Sephora or on her website. You
can also watch her tutorials on Instagram.
Related Link: Try New, Natural Beauty Products
Farah Dhukai: With 2,043,545 subscribers on her YouTube page,
Farah Dhukai is a popular makeup artist and hairdresser. Learn
all of her wonderful beauty hacks! Dhukai earned a diploma
from the Aveda Institute in Cosmetology Science — impressive!
From teeth whitening to hair care tutorials, you’ll get a lot
from her videos. She’s so good that even Cosmopolitan magazine
wrote an article on beauty tricks! You can also watch her
tutorials on her Instagram.
Related Link: How to Choose the Perfect Perfume for You
Jaclyn Hill: With 4,931,942 subscribers on her YouTube Page,
Jaclyn Hill is another well-known beauty blogger. She even
made a video with Kim Kardashian, where they do their makeup
together — pretty cool! She does both makeup and other beauty
tutorials. Hill also has collaborated with many different
beauty brands.
Related Link: Beauty Products to Help You Glam Out all Winter
Long
Ellaire: This beauty and fashion obsessed mom has 437,399
subscribers on her Youtube channel and 1.3 million followers
on her Instagram. She also has her own site with a bunch of
helpful tutorials. Some of them are really cute because she
involves her young daughter. She likes to give beauty advice
and fashion tips. Ellaire trained herself on these topics and
researched many techniques and products to give her viewers
the best tips and tricks she can offer.
Dulce Candy: She has made a name for herself in the beauty and
fashion world. Dulce Candy is an L.A. based makeup artist and

beauty blogger. She has 2,224,207 subscribers on her YouTube
channel. Watch her makeup tutorials to learn celebrity makeup
looks. What’s cool is that she also does Halloween makeup, so
get festive with her in the fall!
Which one of these beauty bloggers is your favorite so far,
and why? Comment below!

Fitness Secrets: 5 Simple
Tips to Stay Healthy

B
y Jessica Gomez

Being healthy is important; we all know that. However, keeping
yourself healthy seems to never be an easy task. We are
constantly surrounded by temptation and lack of motivation,
and so some of us urgently need some fitness advice. The trick
is to find easy ways to stay healthy without the struggle —
isn’t that the dream? There are simple healthy habits that
even fit celebrities take on.

When it comes to staying or
becoming healthy, there are things
you can do that are simpler than
others, and here they are. Brace
yourself because some of these
fitness
secrets
are
super
enjoyable:
1. Get enough sleep: Eight hours should be your aim. Getting
enough sleep is not just about not being tired. Sleep offers
so much more than that! It helps you think clearly and
improves your productivity, while also reducing stress and
improving your mood. You are less likely to get sick as well,
and can lower your risk for heart disease and diabetes. So,
make the time!
Related Link: Active Wear Inspiration to Kick Start Your
Workout
2. Drink lots of water: It’s extremely good for you! Up to 60%
of the human body is water, so that goes without saying that
it’s important to stay hydrated. Hydration has major effects
on brain function, energy levels, and physical activities.
Water is also good for many other things including healthy
skin. Many celebrities drink water religiously, among those

are Kylie Jenner, Kim Kardashian, Jennifer Aniston, and
Cameron Diaz. And you can tell that it works!
3. Get a message to boost immunity: Who doesn’t love massages?
What a wonderful and pleasurable way to stay healthy! Studies
have found that a 45-minute massage can cause an increase in
white blood cells that fight bacteria and viruses. And of
course massages reduce stress and muscle aches — and feel
amazing! *Books massage*
Related Link: 6 Ways to Avoid Putting on Extra Holiday Pounds
4. Small workouts: including stretching. Walk as much as you
can, take the stairs, and take time to stretch throughout the
day. If you want to kick it up a notch without a full blown
workout, then try jumping jacks and/or jumping rope. Simple,
right? Consistency is key. After a while of being consistent
with small workouts, your body will get used to it and then
you can up your standards and up your game!
5. Meditate: Probably everyone has heard of the relaxing and
stress-reducing effects of meditating. It just chills you out!
But wait, there’s more: studies have shown that people who
practice yoga or meditation long-term had much more “diseasefighting genes” present! Mind over matter, right? Take at
least 10 minutes of your day to clear your mind and take deep
breaths. You will see the changes pretty soon! Celebrities
like Oprah Winfrey, Angelina Jolie, and Eva Mendes are among
many who meditate.
Related Link: 5 Couple Exercises That Are Worth the Sweat
Not everything has to be super hard, like we assume celebrity
fitness to be. Make these five fitness tips into habits, and
watch how they affect your health. It’s game time!
What are some easy fitness tips you swear by? Share below!

Celebrity
Baby
News:
Surprise! Kylie Jenner Gives
Birth to Baby Girl with
Travis Scott

B
y Jessica Gomez
Congratulations to celebrity couple Kylie Jenner and Travis
Scott on officially becoming parents to a new baby! In
celebrity news, Jenner gave birth to a baby girl this past
week, according to EOnline.com. At that time, Mom Kris Jenner
and sister Kim Kardashian were seen at the hospital along with

Travis Scott and Kylie’s best friend Jordyn Woods. The
celebrity baby has not yet been named. As the world knows,
Jenner kept her pregnancy on the down low, making this news
even more relevant. “I’m sorry for keeping you in the dark
through all the assumptions. I understand you’re used to me
bringing you along on all my journeys,” Kylie said via
Instagram on Sunday. “My pregnancy was one I chose not to do
in front of the world. I knew for myself I needed to prepare
for this role of a lifetime in the most positive, stress free,
and healthy way I knew how. There was no gotcha moment, no big
paid reveal I had planned. I knew my baby would feel every
stress and every emotion so I chose to do it this way for my
little life and our happiness,” she explained.”Pregnancy has
been the most beautiful, empowering, and life-changing
experience I’ve had in my entire life and I’m actually going
to miss it. I appreciate my friends and especially my family
for helping me make this special moment as private as we
could. My beautiful and healthy baby girl arrived February 1st
and I just couldn’t wait to share this blessing. I’ve never
felt love and happiness like this I could burst! Thank you for
understanding.”

Well, this celebrity baby news
wasn’t just a rumor! What are some
reasons to keep your baby news to
yourself for a while?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are a few reasons that you may want to keep your
pregnancy under wraps for a while, just like Kylie Jenner and
many others. Cupid has some reasons as to why:
1. You have a stressful pregnancy: You just don’t need nor
want the stress. If you have a sensitive pregnancy where your

health and the one of your baby depends on you taking it easy,
then hiding your pregnancy could be an option for you. If we
feel like outside factors can cause us stress during a
critical time, then as mothers-to be we must cut out those
factors. Sometimes people can become over bearing when it
comes to receiving baby news — so if you’re around those kind
of peeps, you know what it is.
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Reveals How She Hid Her
Pregnancy & How She Told Tristan
2. You’re superstitious and don’t want to jinx it: This may
not be logical to everyone. However, if it’s logical to the
mother-to be, then that’s enough — it’s her body and her baby.
Sometimes certain people find reassurance and comfort in not
telling people right away due to fear of a miscarriage or
something going wrong. At the end of the day, as long as the
baby news is delivered later rather than never, it should be
enough.
Related Link: Kim Kardashian Is a ‘Very Hands-On Mom’ with New
Celebrity Baby Chicago
3. Judgy peers: Whether these peers are at school or work, or
are your neighbors, friends, or fam, sometimes they’re just
not the easiest people to deal with. At times, we may be
surrounded by people who judge or gossip, and that can lead to
you wanting to keep your pregnancy low-key. During pregnancy,
drama should be avoided, so there’s no shame in doing what you
have to do.
These are just a few reasons why you someone may hide their
pregnancy. What are some reasons you or someone you know hid a
pregnancy? Comment below!

Kim Kardashian Is a ‘Very
Hands-On
Mom’
with
New
Celebrity Baby Chicago

B
y Karley Kemble
Kim Kardashian’s newest celebrity baby Chicago West has kept
her busy! The mogul and mother of three has had no problems
adjusting to her busier life after the birth of her third
child, who was born via surrogate on January 15th. According
to a source close to Kardashian, the mom has been very “handson” with Chicago, reports UsMagazine.com. The latest celebrity
news also reports that Kardashian and Chicago have both been
doing very well – the baby has been sleeping “a ton,” – which
is awesome news for any mom! We hope the transition continues

to go smoothly for this celebrity mom!

This high-profile celeb is still
very
hands
on
with
her
new
celebrity baby. What are some ways
to
juggle
parenting
responsibilities and other tasks?
Cupid’s Advice:
Balancing motherhood along with all of your other priorities
may feel challenging at times. Some days will certainly be
easier than others. Cupid has some tips to make your life a
little bit easier:
1. Write it down: Your schedule is bound to be busy as ever.
Make sure you have a planner or large calendar to write
everything down! Writing everything down will help keep your
schedule straight. If you find it helpful, you can also create
a color code to really keep things fresh!
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Kim Kardashian Explains Why She
Hired Surrogate for Baby No. 3
2. Make time for yourself: Reward yourself from time-to-time
with a night out! It’s important to give yourself a break from
your life as a parent and hang out with people your own age.
Whether you go out with your partner or some of your pals, one
night out is good for your sanity. Make it a pact to try and
limit the conversations about kids, and focus on having fun!
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye West
Celebrate Birth of Celebrity Baby Daughter
3. Chore charts: You should never feel like you are pulling
all the weight! If your kids are old enough, you should

consider introducing responsibilities into their routines. A
chore chart works well for this. Implementing a rewards system
is an age-old parenting tool that often ties-in with these
charts, too. Make sure your partner takes part, too!
How do you manage your parenting responsibilities and day-today life? Leave a comment below!

Celebrity
Baby:
Kim
Kardashian Explains Why She
Hired Surrogate for Baby No.
3

B
y Carly Horowitz
We have the inside scoop about why celebrity couple Kanye West
and Kim Kardashian decided it would be the best idea for their
third celebrity baby to be carried by a surrogate. According
to UsMagazine.com, the latest celebrity news reveals that
doctors told Kardashian that it was not safe for her or her
celebrity baby’s health if she were to carry it on her own due
to Preeclampsia and placenta accreta. Kardashian also goes on
to explain that technically, the term “gestational carrier”
should be used since they implanted her own fertilized egg
into the carrier. Kardashian disclosed that it was hard for
her to not be able to carry her own child.

Kim Kardashian hired a surrogate
for her third celebrity baby. What
are some non-traditional ways to
welcome a child into your home?

Cupid’s Advice:
Thankfully, nowadays there are alternate options to have a
child even if you have fertility issues or simply want to
expand your family in a different way. Cupid has some insight
on some non-traditional ways to welcome a child into your
home:
1. Adoption: Adoption is a very common way to gain a new
wonderful member to your family. It is a great situation
because you get to raise a child while he or she is gaining a
new permanent loving home. Remember to always be as welcoming
and friendly as you can when taking a new child into your
home.
Related Link: Guiliana Rancic and Husband Continue IVF to Have
Baby
2. Foster child: Foster care is another way to welcome a child
into your home, even if it’s short-term. This is a great way
to create a strong relationship with a child who may not be
used to the love and care that you are able to give them.
Foster care can also turn into adoption later on in some
cases.
Related Link: Hugh Jackman On Wife’s Miscarriages, The Joys Of
Adoption
3. Being the care-giver for a relative or close friend’s
child: Sometimes individuals aren’t capable of taking care of
a child at a certain point in their life, but they still want
the child near and to be in familiar hands. This situation may
present itself to you, and it can be a great way to help raise
a child. Overall, family is defined by those who love you for
your truest self- blood related or not.
Want to share your experience of a non-traditional way of
welcoming a child into your home? Comment below!

Celebrity Baby News: Kim
Kardashian
&
Kanye
West
Celebrate Birth of Celebrity
Baby Daughter

B
y Carly Horowitz
Another Kardashian celebrity baby is in the world! Celebrity
baby news reveals that Kim Kardashian and Kanye West are
celebrating the birth of their third child. According to
People.com, their baby daughter arrived on Monday, Jan. 15, at
12:47 a.m. and she weighed in at 7 lbs., 6 oz. Kim Kardashian

exclaims that everyone is overjoyed with the latest celebrity
news. The Keeping Up with the Kardashians stars hired a
surrogate to help bring their third celebrity baby into this
wonderful world.

This celebrity baby news is very
happy for the Kardashian clan. What
are some ways to celebrate the
arrival of your baby?
Cupid’s Advice:
A new life coming into the world is a big thing to celebrate.
It is crazy to think that your little baby is going to grow up
and experience life through their unique set of eyes. Cupid
has some cool ideas on how to celebrate this amazing
occurrence:
1. Take photos: The arrival of a new baby is a very hectic yet
joyous time. Designate someone to take authentic pictures
throughout the process so that you can look back on them later
in life and even show the child pictures of what was going on
during their birth.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars Carly Waddell &
Evan Bass Celebrate Celebrity Baby Shower
2. Plant a tree: I know you may be thinking…um, what? But what
better way to celebrate the arrival of one life by planting
another life in the baby’s honor? When the baby grows older,
you can show them their tree and it will be symbolic to watch
both your baby and your baby’s tree grow together. This also
creates an intimate connection with nature to human life.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Billy Joel & Wife Alexis
Welcome Second Child Together

3. A birthday cake: Of course! How did we not think of that?
Many people forget to have a birthday cake on the day of the
actual birth. The mother especially will surely want to
indulge in some yummy cake to celebrate the arrival of their
new child.
Know some unique ways to celebrate the arrival of your baby?
Comment below!

